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Single-image piecewise planar reconstruction aims at recov-

ering piecewise planar structures of a building from an im-

age. Considering the intrinsic spatial ambiguity in a single

image, it is an enormous challenge for existing geometry

and learning-based methods [1, 2] to obtain reliable results

on complex building structures. To address the problem,

motivated by the successful use of interactive strategies in

other visual tasks, we propose an active single-image piece-

wise planar reconstruction (ASPPR) method that integrates

automatic plane inference and interactive plane refinement

using geometric priors.

Methodology. In an image, each polygonal region typ-

ically corresponds to a building plane, and its component

edge is frequently associated with a double plane (specific

angles or occlusions occur between two planes) or single

plane (a plane is adjacent to a non-plane or self-occlusions

occur in a building) structures. Accordingly, the following

three patch-based convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are

constructed to detect the geometric priors corresponding to

single or double structures where H1 and/or H2 denote the

associated planes.

(1) A-GP: Angles (i.e., 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, and 135◦) and occlu-

sions (including occluding structures with double and single

planes) are detected between planes H1 and H2.

(2) C-GP: Corners (i.e., convex and concave) constructed

by planes H1 and H2 are detected.

(3) O-GP: Orientations (i.e., frontal, right-facing, and

left-facing) of planes H1 and/or H2 with respect to the cam-

era are detected.

The A-GP, C-GP, and O-GP CNNs are trained using an

improved ResNet-34 with the ResNet2 module [3] and the

training samples are collected from public data sets with

ground-truth 3D points. More specifically, in each image,

line segments are first detected using existing line segment

detectors, and a square patch centered at each line segment

is then extracted. Then, the samples are collected accord-

ing to the fitted planes (H1 and/or H2) using the 3D points

corresponding to two parts on both sides of each line seg-

ment (e.g., if the planes H1 and H2 intersect each other, the

intersection angle is then calculated to construct a sample

for the former four classes of the A-GP CNN; otherwise, a

sample is collected for the fifth class of the A-GP CNN).

Based on geometric priors, the proposed ASPPR method

is designed by integrating four components: interactive

region partitioning, automatic plane inference, interactive

plane modification, and automatic plane optimization.

(1) Interactive region partitioning. To reliably recon-

struct each component plane of a building, the correspond-

ing polygonal region is first annotated by continuously click-

ing on its potential vertices. In practice, the initial edges of

the annotated polygonal region frequently deviate from real

3D line structures (i.e., the boundaries of the plane) owing

to inaccurate clicks. It is therefore necessary to automati-

cally correct these edges to construct an accurate polygonal

region. More specifically, for an initial edge x of the anno-

tated polygonal region, its slope is first updated using the

following three constraints:

(i) For constraints constructed using an automatically de-

tected line segment, the slope of edge x is replaced with that

of an automatically detected line segment y when the fol-

lowing condition is met:

P (x, y) =
(
d̄ (x, y) < k1

)
∧ (s̄ (x, y) < k2) ∧

(
l̄ (y) > k3

)
,

(1)

where d̄ (x, y) and s̄ (x, y) denote the average distance and

the difference in slope angle between edge x and line segment

y, respectively; l̄ (y) denotes the length of line segment y; k1,

k2 and k3 are the corresponding thresholds.

(ii) For constraints constructed by two parallel edges,

when edges x and y belong to the same polygonal region,

the slope of edge x is replaced with that of edge y when

s̄ (x, y) < k2 and P (A, y) > P (A, x), where P (A, x) (the

same holds for P (A, y)) is defined as

P (A, x) = P (A|x) · P (x) , (2)

P (A|x) is the output probability of the A-GP CNN, P (x)

is defined as

P (x) =
∑

i∈Z
δ (d (i, x) < k1)/l̄ (x), (3)
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Z denotes the points detected using existing edge detection

methods, and δ (·) is equal to 1 when the input condition is

true, and is 0 otherwise.

(iii) For constraints constructed with geometric consis-

tency, when edges x and y belong to different polygonal

regions, the slope of edge x is replaced with that of edge y

when d̄ (x, y) < k1 is met and edge y has been corrected.

After updating the slopes of all initial edges of the an-

notated polygonal region, the lines that the initial edges lie

on are computed based on their mid-points and new slopes.

Furthermore, as shown in Figure 1(b), the resulting lines

intersect each other to construct a new polygonal region

and replace the annotated polygonal region. Furthermore,

for each component edge of a polygonal region, the A-GP,

C-GP, and O-GP CNNs are used to detect the correspond-

ing geometric priors associated with double and single plane

structures. To this end, three patches with different sizes

(64×64, 128×128 and 256×256) centered at the current edge

are extracted to feed into each of the three CNNs, respec-

tively, and the geometric prior with the highest of the three

output probabilities is taken as the optimal result.

(2) Automatic plane inference. For a polygonal region

produced through interactive region partitioning, each of

its edges is associated with double and single plane struc-

tures, and the planes can be automatically inferred using the

constraints constructed using the related geometric priors.

Without loss of generality, with ASPPR, the vertical edges

are used to conduct the plane inference and other edges are

taken as auxiliary conditions. More specifically, the verti-

cal edge l with reliable geometric priors and its associated

planes (called HL
l

and/or HR
l
) is first selected to construct

the constraints for inferring the planes associated with other

vertical edges. To this end, the following criterion is defined

to measure the overall reliability of the geometric priors of

a vertical edge:

M (l) = (1− κ) ·R (Nl) + κ ·A (Nl, θl) , (4)

where R (Nl) and A (Nl, θl) denote the orientation and angle

consistencies, respectively, and κ is the weight parameter.

The orientation consistency R (Nl) is defined as

R (Nl) = exp
(
−max

(〈
NL

l , N̄L
l

〉
,
〈
NR

l , N̄R
l

〉))
, (5)

where 〈x, y〉 denotes the angle between orientations x and

y, and NL
l

and N̄L
l

(the orientations of planes HL
l
) are

obtained by computing the direction perpendicular to two

vanishing directions produced using the edges of the current

polygonal region and the O-GP CNN, respectively (the same

holds for the orientations NR
l

and N̄R
l

of planes HR
l
).

The angle consistency A (Nl, θl) is defined as

A (Nl, θl) =

{
exp(−|〈NL

l
, NR

l
〉 − θl|), ΛLR = Λl,

0, otherwise,
(6)

where θl and Λl denote the learned angle and corner be-

tween planes HL
l

and HR
l
, respectively, and ΛLR denotes

the corner computed using the orientations NL
l

and NR
l
.

According to the defined M (l), the geometric priors of a

vertical edge l are considered reliable when the correspond-

ing M (l) value is larger than a pre-defined threshold θ. Fur-

thermore, the vertical edge l with the largest M (l) value

(hereafter called a seed vertical edge) is selected to compute

planes HL
l

and HR
l

according to the geometric priors where

the space height is set according to the prior knowledge of

a typical range of building heights.

Then, starting from the seed vertical edge l, the planes

corresponding to its left and right neighboring vertical edges

(denoted by vertical edges l− and l+) are inferred using their

associated geometric priors. Furthermore, this process will

be repeated by taking vertical edges l− and l+ as seed verti-

cal edges until each polygonal region is assigned to a plane.

As indicated in Algorithm 1 and Figure 1(c), we take ver-

tical edge l− as an example to describe the process of the

plane inference (the same holds for vertical edges l+).

Algorithm 1 Geometric prior-based plane inference

Input: Planes associated with seed vertical edge l.

Output: Planes associated with vertical edges on the left side

of vertical edge l.

Initialization: Plane set M = null;

1: For vertical edge l
−
:

2: HR

l
−

= HL

l
and HL

l
−

= null;

3: IF θl
−

is reliable:

4: IF NL

l
−

is reliable: Compute HL

l
−

, update Λl
−

using

θl
−

and NL

l
−

, and go to step 8;

5: IF Λl
−

is reliable: Compute HL

l
−

, update NL

l
−

using

θl
−

and Λl
−

, and go to step 8;

6: ELSE

7: IF ΛLR

l
−

= Λl
−

: Update θl
−

using 〈NL

l
−

, NR

l
−

〉 and go

to step 3;

8: IF HL

l
−

6= null and the occlusion is invalid for double plane

structures:

9: Save HL

l
−

and HR

l
−

to M;

10: IF M (l) > θ: Set vertical edge l
−

to the current seed

vertical edge l and go to step 1;

11: ELSE

12: Save HR

l
−

to M;

13: Select a new seed vertical edge as the current seed ver-

tical edge l and go to step 1;

14: Output plane set M.

(3) Interactive plane modification. To interactively cor-

rect false planes produced through automatic plane infer-

ence with minimal user cost, as shown in Figures 1(d)–(f),

three types of interactive manners based on click correlations

(called IPM-1, IPM-2, and IPM-3) are defined as follows.

(i) IPM-1 indicates increasing (or decreasing) the depth

of a plane by conducting different types of clicks (e.g., left

or right clicks) at the center of the current polygonal region.

(ii) IPM-2 indicates the setting of two planes to the same

plane by conducting different types of clicks at the centers

of the polygonal regions corresponding to the current and

changed planes, respectively.

(iii) IPM-3 indicates a clockwise (or anticlockwise)

change in the orientation of a plane with a pre-specified in-

terval by conducting different types of clicks at the centers

of the polygonal regions corresponding to the current and

reference planes, respectively.

(4) Automatic plane optimization. A global plane opti-

mization method that incorporates image cues and geomet-

ric priors is utilized to improve the reconstruction accuracy

of piecewise planar structures. More specifically, letting R

denote the set of polygonal regions, to assign the optimal

plane to each polygonal region, the plane is optimized by

minimizing the following cost function:

E(H) =
∑

r∈R

Ē(Hr)+α ·
∑

s∈N(r)

Ẽ(Hr,s)+β ·
∑

s∈N(r)

Ê(Hr,s),

(7)

where Hr and Hr,s denote the current plane assigned to

polygonal region r and two planes corresponding to two

neighboring polygonal regions r and s, respectively, N (r)
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Figure 1 (Color online) Example of the proposed ASPPR method. (a) Input image; (b) interactively partitioned polygonal

regions using clicks (green squares); (c) automatically inferred planes; (d) interactively corrected planes using click correlations

(IPM-2); (e) and (f) two views of the corrected planes; (g) globally optimized planes (different colors denote different planes).

is the set of polygonal regions neighboring to polygonal re-

gion r, and α and β are the weight parameters.

The unary potential encodes the depth and orientation

prior of the current plane Hr assigned to polygonal region

r, and is defined as

E (Hr) = (1− ρ) · V (nr, n̄r) + ρ ·D (Hr) , (8)

where nr and n̄r denote the orientation of plane Hr and the

orientation perpendicular to two vanishing directions pro-

duced using the edges of polygonal region r, respectively,

and ρ is the weight used to balance the orientation prior

V (nr, n̄r) and depth priorD (Hr), in which V (x, y) denotes

the difference between orientations x and y, and D (Hr) is

computed according to the following three cases.

Case I: Polygonal region r is adjacent to the ground, and

D (Hr) is defined as

D (Hr) = T
(
d̄
(
lrbottom, lHr

depth

)/
HPR

)
, (9)

where lrbottom is the bottom edge of polygonal region r;

lHr

depth is the line segment generated according to the depth

of plane Hr; HPR is the maximum height of the polygonal

regions in R; and T (·) is the tanh function.

Case II: Polygonal region r is adjacent to a polygonal

region s that is corrected to a reliable plane Hs through

interactive plane modification, and D (Hr) is defined as

D (Hr) = T
(
d̄ (Lr , Ls)

/
D̄s

)
, (10)

where Lr and Ls denote the 3D line segments produced by

back-projecting the shared edge to planes Hr and Hs, re-

spectively, and D̄s denotes the average depth value of the

points on the 3D line segment Ls.

Case III: Polygonal region r is not adjacent to the ground

or the polygonal region described in Case II, and D (Hr) is

computed using the method in Case II when one neighbor

of polygonal region r is assigned a reliable plane measured

through (4).

The first pairwise potential encodes the angle regulariza-

tion between two neighboring planes and is defined as

Ẽ (Hr,s) =

{
T (|〈Hr ,Hs〉 − Am|),

0,

〈Hr ,Hs〉 /∈ A,

otherwise,

(11)

where A and Am ∈ A denote pre-defined angles and the

angle having the largest difference with angle 〈Hr |Hs〉, re-

spectively.

The second pairwise potential encodes the appearance

regularization between two neighboring polygonal regions,

and is defined as

Ê (Hr,s) =

{
S GP (Hr ,Hs),

0,

Hr 6= Hs,

otherwise,
(12)

where S GP (Hr ,Hs) denotes the output probability of the

S-GP CNN where the two patches on both sides of the

shared edge between polygonal regions r and s are extracted

and taken as inputs.

To reliably solve (7), the candidate planes used are pro-

duced by augmenting the plane obtained through automatic

plane inference and interactive plane modification in an au-

tomatic manner based on the principle of IPM-1 and IPM-3

(i.e., rotating a plane at the pre-defined angles to produce

new planes). Finally, starting from the polygonal regions

described in Cases I and II, the cooperative optimization

method proposed in [4] is applied to solve (7). As shown in

Figure 1(g), the optimized planes are reliable.

Conclusion. The study presents an active single-image

piecewise planar reconstruction method based on geometric

priors. With this method, the geometric priors learned us-

ing CNNs are applied to partition the building regions into

polygonal regions in a click-based interactive manner, and

automatically infer the planes corresponding to the result-

ing polygonal regions in a progressive manner. Furthermore,

under the guidance of an interactive plane refinement based

on the click correlations, the inferred planes are globally

optimized under a unified framework incorporating image

cues and geometric priors. Extensive experiments (see Ap-

pendixes A–C) demonstrate that the proposed method can

produce more satisfactory results.
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